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 A new hybrid wind turbine system is proposed and feasibility study if conducted.
 A complete mathematical model is developed and implemented in a software environment.
 Multi-mode control strategy is investigated to ensure the system work smoothly and efﬁciently.
 A prototype for implementing the proposed mechanism is built and tested as proof of the concept.
 The proposed system is proved to be technically feasible with energy efﬁciency around 50%.a r t i c l e i n f o
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Wind has been recognized as one of major realistic clean energy sources for power generation to meet the
continuously increased energy demand and to achieve the carbon emission reduction targets. However,
the utilisation of wind energy encounters an inevitable challenge resulting from the nature of wind
intermittency. To address this, the paper presents the recent research work at Warwick on the feasibility
study of a new hybrid system by integrating a wind turbine with compressed air energy storage. A
mechanical transmission mechanism is designed and implemented for power integration within the
hybrid system. A scroll expander is adopted to serve as an ‘‘air-machinery energy converter’’, which
can transmit additional driving power generalized from the stored compressed air to the turbine shaft
for smoothing the wind power ﬂuctuation. A mathematical model for the complete hybrid process is
developed and the control strategy is investigated for corresponding cooperative operations. A prototype
test rig for implementing the proposed mechanism is built for proof of the concept. From the simulated
and experimental studies, the energy conversion efﬁciency analysis is conducted while the system
experiences different operation conditions and modes. It is proved that the proposed hybrid wind turbine
system is feasible technically.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In recent years, wind power generation has shown a robust
growth trend worldwide. The global cumulatively installed gener-
ation capacity of wind power reached 318,137 MW at the end of
2013, which has increased by more than 163% compared to
120,624 MW in 2008 [1]. Such rapid development is mainly driven
by the continuous increase in electricity demand and the need for
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. However, the nature of ﬂuctu-
ation and intermittence of wind makes it very difﬁcult to deliverpower output from wind energy with an instant match to the elec-
tricity demand. This nature also brings the negative impact onto
the wind turbine system operation efﬁciency, life expectance and
mechanical structures [2]. Thus, new technologies and approaches
have been actively researched to alleviate the problems caused by
wind ﬂuctuation and intermittence, such as wind turbine pitch
angle control, power electronics development for wind power
and ﬂexible back-up power generation [3–5]. One of the promising
solutions is to introduce an element of stored energy as an alterna-
tive energy supply for use when the ambient wind power is insuf-
ﬁcient. Various Energy Storage (ES) technologies can provide the
service of compensators to work with different types of wind
power generation systems, for example, hydroelectric pumped
storage, Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES), ﬂow batteries
618 H. Sun et al. / Applied Energy 137 (2015) 617–628and ﬂywheels [6,7]. Among the available ES technologies, CAES can
be considered as one of the relatively mature and affordable
options [6,8,10].
CAES technology refers to storing energy in the form of high
pressure compressed air during the periods of low electrical
energy demand and then releasing the stored energy during
the high demand periods. CAES facilities exist in multiple scales,
with long storage duration, moderate response time and good
part-load performance [6,7,9]. So far, there are a few successful
industrial implementations of large-scale CAES plants serving
wind power generation. For instance, after the world ﬁrst
commercialized Huntorf CAES plant started operation, its man-
date was updated to include the buffering against the intermit-
tence of wind energy production in Northern Germany [9].
Also, the developing advanced adiabatic CAES demonstration
project – ADELE by RWE Power and others aims to store large
amounts of electrical energy through CAES and thermal storage
concepts; ADELE plans to operate with a wind farm, with a
storage capacity of 360 MW h and no CO2 emissions in a full
cycle [11,12].
In addition to the large-scale CAES facility integrated with the
wind power generation, the work presented in the paper is to
explore the potential of using small scale CAES in the wind power
application. Inspirited by the parallel drive train in Hybrid
Electrical Vehicles (HEVs) ([13]), this paper presents a novel direct
electromechanical integration of a wind turbine system and a CAES
mechanism at a few kW s scale. The objective is to develop a sys-
tem with simple structure, efﬁcient, low maintenance, clean and
sustainable. The proposed design is illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists
of three main sections:
(1) Wind turbine subsystem: this subsystem simulates a real
scenario of horizontal wind turbines’ operation. It includes
a module of wind power extracted by blades, a mechanical
drive train, a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
(PMSG) and its load(s) to be driven. The generated electricity
can be directly used to end-users or fed back to grids via
electric power converters and inverters.
(2) CAES subsystem: it is composed of a scroll expander and a
compressed air storage tank. This relatively new type of
expander has a smart mechanical structure leading to a
higher energy conversion ability compared to most other
pneumatic actuators. Due to the capacity of typical scroll
expanders, the proposed structure is suitable for small-scale
wind turbine systems. The compressed air stored in the stor-
age tank can be obtained from the operation of compressors
on site or local suppliers. From Fig. 1, through a mechanical
transmission mechanism, an additional driving power by the
CAES subsystem can provide a direct compensation to the
wind turbine.Wind turbine
AC
Torque coupler
Clutch B
Clutch A
Gearbox
PMSG
Scroll
expander
Comp
stor
AC/DC 
Fig. 1. Small-scale hybrid w(3) Controller: for managing the whole hybrid system’s opera-
tion, investigating an appropriate control strategy is particu-
larly important for supporting the system multi-mode
operations and ensuring the dynamic balance of driving
power and electric load demand.
Study of hybridization of wind generation with CAES was
reported in various literatures, for example, [14–17]. The common
feature of the previously reported hybridization systems is that
CAES is treated as an independent energy storage unit and is
engaged with wind power generation through management of
electricity network connection. The hybrid system proposed in this
paper is mainly new and different because the CAES is directly con-
nected to the turbine shaft through a mechanical transmission
mechanism. In this way, with a proper control strategy, the com-
pressed air energy will be released via the direct mechanical con-
nection to contribute to wind turbine power generation. Thus the
system does not require a separate generator and extra electricity
conversion device(s) which will reduce the whole system cost. In
addition, the extra torque input from the air expander could reduce
the turbine shaft stress for prolonging the turbine life time.
The paper starts from description of the hybrid system, devel-
opment of its mathematical model, and presentation of a suitable
multi-mode control strategy. Then a hybrid wind turbine test rig
is reported, which is installed in the authors’ research laboratory.
Finally the whole system energy conversion efﬁciency analysis is
given.
2. Mathematical model of the hybrid wind turbine system
In this subsection, the mathematical models for a typical wind
turbine, a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG), a
scroll expander and a novel mechanical power transmission sys-
tem are presented, and then the whole system control strategy is
described. In the modelling study, it is assumed that the air supply
of the scroll expander, i.e., the compressed air from the storage
tank, is sufﬁciently pre-compressed air with constant temperature.
Thus the scroll expander air supply can be regarded as a controlla-
ble compressed air source.
2.1. Mathematical model for wind turbines
A typical horizontal axis wind turbine is chosen in the hybrid
system for modelling study. Its mechanical power output P which
can be produced by the turbine at the steady state is given by:
P ¼ 1
2
qapr2Tv
3
wCp ð1Þ
where qa is the air density; rT is the blade radius; vw is the wind
speed; Cp represents the turbine efﬁciency, revealing the capabilityDC AC
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the scroll expander structure (manufactured by Sanden).
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of a scroll expander in motion.
H. Sun et al. / Applied Energy 137 (2015) 617–628 619of turbine for obtaining energy from the wind. This coefﬁcient
depends on the tip speed ratio and the blade angle. Because the cal-
culation of Cp requires the knowledge of aerodynamics and the
computations are quite complicated, some numerical approxima-
tions to (1) were developed and studied [18,19]. In this hybrid sys-
tem modelling, the following function is adopted to approximate
the calculation presented in (1) [18,20],
Cpðk; hÞ ¼ 0:22
116 kh3 þ kþ 0:08h4 þ 0:08h 
h3  0:035k 0:0028hþ 1  0:4h 5
" #
 e
12:5 kh3þkþ0:08h4þ0:08hð Þ
h30:035k0:0028hþ1 ð2Þ
where h represents the pitch angle, k stand for the tip speed ratio,
k ¼ xT  rT=vw,xT is the turbine speed. Eq. (2) lead to Cp (k, h) versus
k characteristics for various values of h as depicted in Fig. 2. It can be
seen that the power coefﬁcient Cp varies with different values of the
pitch angle h (for instance, h = 0, 5, 10 and 15 as shown in Fig. 2),
and the best efﬁciency is obtained at h = 0o in most cases [21]. From
the above, the mechanical driving power extracted from the wind
can be calculated by Eqs. (1) and (2).
The drive train of a wind turbine system normally consists of a
blade pitching mechanism with a spinner, a hub with blades, a
rotor shaft, a gearbox with brake and sometimes a generator. The
generator impact on the whole hybrid system will be considered
in the mechanical power transmission modelling in the later sub-
section. Thus to the proposed system, for describing the dynamic
behaviours of the pure wind turbine, a simpliﬁed mathematical
model is considered,
d
dt
xT ¼ 1JT
ðsT  sL  BxTÞ ð3Þ
where xT and JT are the rotation speed and the inertia of turbine
blades respectively, sT and sL stand for the torques of wind turbine
and low-speed shaft individually, B is the damping coefﬁcient of the
driven train system. The low-speed shaft is connected and driven by
the turbine rotor.
2.2. Mathematical model for scroll expanders
The scroll expander, also known as the scroll type air motor, is a
relatively newmember to pneumatic drives. Such type of expander
is famous with its high efﬁciency and its unique smart mathemat-
ical structure ([22,23]), which is the key component in the pro-
posed small-scale hybrid wind turbine system. Fig. 3 shows the
mechanical structure of a typical scroll expander. It can be seen
that, inside the expander shell, there are two intermeshed identical
scrolls, namely the moving scroll and the ﬁxed scroll. Each scroll is
ﬁtted with a back plate. Both two scrolls are circular involutes. One
scroll is mirrored with respect to the other. The crank shaft of the
scroll expander connects to the back plate of the moving scroll
through a cam and bearing mechanism.
A scroll expander with three wraps in motion and its moving
scroll orbit trajectory is illustrated in Fig. 4. The black scroll stands0 5 10 15
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Fig. 2. Power coefﬁcients as a function of tip speed ratio and pitch angle.for the moving scroll and the grey one represents the ﬁxed scroll.
The moving scroll travels along the orbit anticlockwise when the
compressed air comes into the scroll mechanism. During the
expander operation, these two scrolls always keep contacting at
some points. This forms three different types of air chambers
inside the expander shell: a central chamber, even number of
sealed crescent chambers and an exhaust chamber. The early work
by the authors has proven that the scroll expander has more
energy efﬁcient performance compared to conventional pneumatic
drives with similar scales (up to several kW level), such as recipro-
cating cylinders, vane type air motors, etc. [24].
With the following assumptions: (1) no air leakage, (2) the
scroll expander using ideal air and (3) it working at a constant tem-
perature environment, a simpliﬁed mathematical model for scroll
expanders can be derived [22–25]. The geometric model for scroll
expanders can be derived from the fundamental curve of a spiral.
The equations for the moving scroll can be described by,
xAðus;asÞ ¼ x0 þ ðq0 þ jsusÞ sinus þ js cosus  js þ rs sinas ð4Þ
yAðus;asÞ ¼ y0  ðq0 þ jsusÞ cosus þ js sinus þ q0  rs cosas ð5Þ
where ðx0 ;y0Þ is the initial position and q0 is the initial curvature
radius for the moving scroll curve, js is the slope of the curvature
radius, rs refers to the orbit radius of the moving scroll, as stands
for the scroll expander orbit angle, us is the tangential angle to
the moving scroll. The ﬁxed scroll is generated by the curve which
envelops the family of the moving scroll curves when the moving
scroll wobbles along with its orbit [22]. The equations for the ﬁxed
scroll can be,
xBð/sÞ ¼ x1  ðq0 þ js/sÞ sin/s  js cos/s þ js ð6Þ
yBð/sÞ ¼ y1 þ ðq0 þ js/sÞ cos/s  js sin/s  q0 ð7Þ
where /s is the tangential angle to the ﬁxed scroll, (x1, y1) is the
initial position for the ﬁxed scroll curve, and the moving scroll
620 H. Sun et al. / Applied Energy 137 (2015) 617–628contacts the ﬁxed scroll at the points, thus us = /s + jp, j is an arbi-
trary integer [22].
Applying Green’s Theorem, the equations for describing the vol-
ume variations of the scroll expander chambers can be derived
[25]. The control volume of the central chamber is,
VcðasÞ ¼ z½ðx0jsp j2sp x0rs þ rsjsÞ cosas þ j2spa2s
þðrsq0jsp rsq0  y0rs þ y0jspÞ sinas  rsjs þ 13j2sp3
þðrspjs þ 2jsq0pÞas  12 rsp2js þ q0rspþ 12 r2spþ q20p
ð8Þ
where Vc(as) is the volume of scroll expander central chamber, z is
the depth of the moving and ﬁxed scrolls. The control volume of the
ith (i = 1, 2, 3, . . .) pair of sealed crescent chambers is:
Vsðas; iÞ ¼ z pr2s þ 2prs q0 þ jsðas þ pþ 2ði 1ÞpÞð Þ
  ð9Þ
where Vs(as, i) is the volume of scroll expander sealed crescent
chamber volume. The control volume of the exhaust chamber can
be described by,
VeðasÞ ¼ Vtotal  VcðasÞ 
X
Vsðas; iÞ ð10Þ
where Ve(as) is the volume of scroll expander exhaust chamber vol-
ume, Vtotal represents the total control volume of the scroll
expander.
From the fundamental of thermodynamics and the theory of
oriﬁce, the air pressure of the different scroll expander chambers
can be calculated [22–25]. To the air pressure variation of the cen-
tral chamber ð _pcÞ;
_pc ¼ 
_Vc
Vc
pcxscþ
1
Vc
cRCdC0CkAipsf ðpc=psÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ts
p
ð11Þ
To the air pressure variation of the ﬁrst pair of sealed crescent
chambers ð _ps1Þ;
_ps1 ¼ 
_Vsðas;1Þ
Vsðas;1Þps1xsc ð12Þ
To the air pressure variation of the second pair of sealed crescent
chambers ð _ps2Þ;
_ps2 ¼ 
_Vsðas;2Þ
Vsðas;2Þ ps2xsc as 2 ½0;p
ð13Þ
To the air pressure variation of the exhaust chamber ð _peÞ;
_pe ¼ 
_Ve
Ve
ps2xscþ
1
Ve
cRcdc0ckAopef ðpatm=peÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ts
p
ð14Þ
The driving torque generated by a scroll expander is the sum of tor-
ques on all driving segments on the two scrolls, and it can be
derived as [22–25],
ss ¼
zr ð2q0þ2jsasþjspÞðpcps1Þ½
þð2q0þ2jsasþ5jspÞðps1ps2Þ
þð2q0þ2jsasþ9jspÞðps2peÞ as 2 ½0;p
Zr ð2q0þ2jsasþjspÞðpcps1Þ½
þð2q0þ2jsasþ5jspÞðps1peÞ as 2 ðp;2p
8>>>>><
>>>>>:
ð15Þ
where ps is the supply pressure, patm is the pressure of atmosphere,
Ts is the supply temperature, R is the gas constant, c0 = 0.04, cd = 0.8,
ck = 3.864, c = 1.4 is the ratio of speciﬁc heat, Ai, Ao are the effective
area of expander inlet and outlet respectively, rs is the radius of the
orbit, xs is the rotation speed of scroll expander shaft, f() is a func-
tion of the ratio between the downstream and upstream pressures
at the oriﬁce [24,25]. In the modelling, it should be noticed that,
when the orbit angle as e (p, 2p], the second pair of crescent cham-
bers is not sealed anymore in each period (refer to Fig. 4).2.3. Mathematical model for permanent magnet synchronous
generators
A Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG) has been
chosen as the driven machine of the wind turbine; a resistive load
is directly connected to the PMSG electricity output for simplicity
of analysis. The mathematical model is described by Eqs. (16)–
(22), which has been studied in [26–28]:
dxG
dt
¼ 1
JG
ðsG  se  FGxGÞ ð16Þ
dhG
dt
¼ xG ð17Þ
did
dt
¼ 1
Ld
vd  RGLd id þ
Lq
Ld
pGxGiq ð18Þ
diq
dt
¼ 1
Lq
vq  RGLq iq 
Ld
Lq
pGxGid 
epGxG
Lq
ð19Þ
se ¼ 1:5pG eiq þ ðLd  LqÞidiq
  ð20Þ
vq ¼ 13 sinðpGhGÞ  ð2vab þ vbcÞ þ
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
vbc cosðpGhGÞ
h i
ð21Þ
vd ¼ 13 cosðpGhGÞ  ð2vab  vbcÞ 
ﬃﬃﬃ
3
p
vbc sinðpGhGÞ
h i
ð22Þ
where the subscripts a, b, c, d, q mean the a, b, c, d, q axis respec-
tively, hG and xG are the PMSG rotor angular position and speed
respectively, sG and se stand for the PMSG driving and electromag-
netic torques, JG is the inertia of the PMSG, RG is the resistance of the
stator windings, Lq, Ld are the resulted q and d axis inductances
respectively, pG is the number of PMSG pole pairs, i and v are the
current and voltage in the different axes, e is the ﬂux amplitude
induced by the permanent magnets of the rotor, FG is combined
viscous friction of the generator rotor. The Park’s transformation
is employed for transforming X
*
abc (3-phase coordinates) to X
*
dq
(DQ rotating coordinates) [26,28].
2.4. Mathematical model for the mechanical power transmission
The designed power transmission system mainly includes two
electromagnetic clutches and a belt speed transmission to ensure
coaxial running, as shown in Fig. 5. The functions of two clutches
are described below:
(1) Clutch A is engaged in almost all cases. Unless the wind
speed is extremely low - under the cut-in wind speed, Clutch
A will be disengaged and then the PMSG will be exclusively
driven by the scroll expander. For the simplicity of model-
ling, the extreme low wind speed (Clutch A disengagement)
situation is not considered.
(2) Clutch B is placed to the hybrid system for conditional
switching on/off the small-scale CAES subsystem. When
the wind turbine cannot generate sufﬁcient electricity to
match the electric load demand, the compressed air in the
storage tank will be released into the scroll expander via a
pneumatic valve and/or regulator’s control; then the scroll
expander will start rotating and Clutch B will be engaged
at the moment of the expander rotor speed comparably to
the wind turbine shaft speed after the belt transmission.
Also, Belt plate A and B of the belt transmission have differ-
ent diameters to play the function as a gearbox (refer to
Fig. 5). Thus the small-scale CAES subsystem and the wind
turbine can be integrated rigidly.
According to the above description, the main working states
with their mathematical expressions of the mechanical power
transmission can be derived:
Gear boxMain bearing Belt
Belt plate A
Belt plate B
PMSG 
Scroll expanderClutch B
Compressed air 
from tank
Wind turbine
Hub
Rotor
Clutch A
Friction plate
Fig. 5. Structure of the mechanical power transmission in the hybrid wind turbine
system.
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of Clutch B is fully separated (refer to Fig. 5). Considering friction
and different payloads, applying Newton’s second law of angular
motion, to the shaft of scroll expander, we have,
ss Mfxs ¼ ðJs þ Jf Þ _xs ð23Þ
where Js is the scroll expander inertia, Jf is the friction plate inertia,
ss is the scroll expander driving torque; Mf is the combined viscous
friction coefﬁcient; _xs represents the scroll expander angular
acceleration.
To the main shaft of the wind turbine system, both the active
plate and the passive plate of the belt transmission can be consid-
ered as an extra inertia load, thus the total equivalent inertia can
be,
Jtotal ¼ Jpass þ 12Jact ð24Þ
where Jpass and Jact are the inertias of the passive and active plate
respectively, f is the speed ratio of the belt.
Case II. Both Clutch A and Clutch B engaged: Once Clutch B is
engaged by coupling its two disks, the following equations can
be derived:
ss Mfxs  sact ¼ ðJs þ Jf þ JactÞ _xs
spass ¼ sactg1
sH þ spass  se  FGxG ¼ _xGðJG þ JpassÞ
xs ¼ xG1
8>><
>>:
ð25Þ
where sH is the torque of wind turbine high-speed shaft. The high-
speed shaft is linked to the output of gearbox (refer to Fig. 5). g is
the transmission efﬁciency of the belt.
2.5. Overall state space model of the hybrid system
With all the subsystem models presented above, the overall
state space model for the hybrid system is presented below. The
system state variables are chosen: x1: PMSG rotor angle, x2: PMSG
angle velocity, x3: current in d axis for PMSG, x4: current in q axis
for PMSG, x5: pressure in the expander central chamber, x6: pres-
sure in the expander ﬁrst pair of crescent chambers, x7: pressure
in the expander second pair of crescent chambers, x8: pressure in
the expander exhaust chamber; and the input variables u1: pitch
angle, u2: supply pressure for the scroll expander. Integrating the
wind turbine, driven train and PMSG sub-models, the state func-
tions of the wind turbine system with the engaged CAES can then
be described by:_x1¼ x2 ð26Þ
_x2¼ 1JGþJpassþJTgT12TþðJsþJfþJactÞg12
h
gT
2x2
qapr2Tv3wCpðu1Þ
BeqgT12Tx2þg1ssMfg12x21:5pGðex4þLdx3x4Lqx3x4ÞFGx2
i
ð27Þ
_x3¼vdLd 
RG
Ld
x3þLqLd pGx2x4 ð28Þ
_x4¼vqLq 
RG
Lq
x4LdLq pGx2x3
epGx2
Lq
ð29Þ
_x5¼
_Vc
Vc
cx5
x2
1
þ 1
Vc
cRCdC0CkAiu2f ðx5=u2Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ts
p
ð30Þ
_x6¼
_Vsðas;1Þ
Vsðas;1Þcx6
x2
1
ð31Þ
_x7¼
_Vsðas;2Þ
Vsðas;2Þcx7
x2
1
as 2 ½0;p ð32Þ
_x8¼
_Ve
Ve
cx8
x6
1
þ 1
Ve
cRCdC0CkAox8f ðpatm=x8Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ts
p
ð33Þ
where gT and fT stands for the efﬁciency and ratio of the turbine
shaft transmission, Beq is the equivalent damping coefﬁcient of wind
turbine. If the CAES device is disengaged to the wind turbine sys-
tem, we have:
_x2 ¼ 1JG þ Jpass þ JTgT12T
gT
2x2
qapr2Tv3wCpðu1Þ  BeqgT12Tx2

1:5pGðex4 þ Ldx3x4  Lqx3x4Þ  FGx2

ð34Þ
with _x5 ¼ _x6 ¼ _x7 ¼ _x8 ¼ 0.
3. Control strategy study for the hybrid wind turbine system
The whole hybrid system consists of several subsystems and has
multi-mode operations. Thus it is necessary to develop a set of
suitable decision-making rules to switch smoothly between differ-
ent modes (e.g., stand-alone wind turbine and hybrid wind turbine
integrated with CAES). It is also required to design dynamic control
method(s) for the system performance optimization and load
balance in each mode operation. The ﬂow chart of the designed
multi-mode control strategy for achieving the above objective is
illustrated in Fig. 6. It can be seen that, for fully regulating the output
power of the hybrid system to accurately match the load demand,
the control strategy is required to cover all possible situations.
From the ﬂow chart (Fig. 6), the main operation modes are
introduced as follows: (1) while the PMSG output power is above
its limitation (PG > Plimit), the fuzzy logical control for pitch angle
(or emergency generator protection) is adopted; (2) under the high
wind speed situations, i.e., vw > vrated, if the PMSG output power is
lower than its limitation but higher than the electric load demand,
the fuzzy logical control for pitch angle can be maintained in the
hybrid system (or surplus power can be used for CAES subsystem
charging if an on-site compressor is available); (3) in the case of
the insufﬁcient PMSG output power cannot meet the electric load
demand, CAES subsystem discharging mode is activated; when the
scroll expander rotor speed reach a certain level, that is, xs P xGf,
Clutch B will be engaged and then the scroll expander output tor-
que can be used to provide additional driving power to the wind
turbine system; in this case, a PI controller is employed to regulate
the supply pressure of the scroll expander and in turn to manage
the power out of scroll expander; (4) when the PMSG output power
roughly matches the electric load demand, the hybrid system will
be running on the stand-alone mode, that is, Clutch B will be dis-
engaged and the whole system will be in operation with no signal
from the controller.
Fig. 6. Multi-mode control diagram for the proposed hybrid system.
622 H. Sun et al. / Applied Energy 137 (2015) 617–628Pitch angle adjustment is a common approach to regulate the
aerodynamic power extracted by the wind turbine blade, which
is the input power of the turbine system. A fuzzy logical controller
is introduced to the designed control system for pitch angle adjust-
ment to limit the power captured at the high wind speed situations
(refer to Fig. 6). Fuzzy logic control provides a systematic way to
incorporate human experience for controlling a nonlinear system,
which is proved to be appropriate to such type of systems
[29,30]. Fig. 7 shows the schematic of pitch angle fuzzy logic con-
troller implemented in the hybrid system. Choosing the speed
error Ve (difference between the PMSG actual speed and the refer-
ence speed), the PMSG actual speed increment Vi and the pitch
angle control value hp as the linguistic variables. Ve and Vi are
inputs of the fuzzy logic controller, hp is the controller output (refer
to Fig. 7). The linguistic values of Ve and hp are: [NB NM NS ZO PS
PM PB], which means negative big, negative middle, negative
small, zero, positive small, positive middle, and positive big respec-
tively; The linguistic values of Vi are: [N Z P], which stand forWind speed input
System connection
Monitoring/Control signal
 Clut
Clutc
traWind turbine
Fuzzy logic controlle
Pitch angle
 control signal
Fig. 7. Schematic of the pitchnegative, zero and positive. The standard triangular membership
functions have been used for both the inputs and the output of
the controller. The control law is represented by a set of heuristi-
cally chosen fuzzy rules which are given in Table 1.
Based on the triangular membership functions and the fuzzy
rules, the designed fuzzy logic controller can produce a crisp and
continuous nonlinear input/output map as shown in Fig. 8. This
map indicates that numerous nonlinearities are designed to
enhance the controller’s performance to drive the system to the
set point. The details related to using fuzzy logic control speciﬁc
to adjust the pitch angle of wind turbines can be found in
[14,29,30].
During the low wind speed periods, the CAES device will work
at the discharging mode to provide additional driving power. For
controlling the input power from the CAES device to the wind tur-
bine system, it is necessary to manage how much compressed air
ﬂows into the scroll expander at every moment. Considering the
limited central chamber volume of the scroll expander, the supplych A engaged, 
h B disengaged
PMSGPowernsmission
r
Increment
Generator speed
monitoring
PMSG speed ref.
angle fuzzy logic control.
Table 1
Rule base for proposed fuzzy controller.
hp Vi
N Z P
Ve NB PB PB PM
NM PB PM PS
NS PM PS ZO
ZO PS ZO NS
PS ZO NS NM
PM NS NM NB
PB NM NB NB
Fig. 8. Fuzzy logical controller nonlinear input & output map.
Table 2
Parameters of the hybrid wind turbine system.
Symbol Description Value
JT Inertia of turbine blades 4.9 kg m2
qa Air density 1.25 kg/m3
rT Blade radius 1.75 m
fT Speed ratio of turbine shaft transmission 5
gT Efﬁciency of turbine shaft transmission 95%
g Transmission efﬁciency of the belt 95%
rs Orbit radius of the scroll 5.40  103 m
z Depth of the scroll chambers 3.33  102 m
Vtotal Total control volume of the scroll 2.50  104 m3
pG The number of pole pairs 6
RG Resistance of the PMSG stator windings 1.31 Ohm
Ld Inductance on d axis 2.075 mH
Lq Inductance on q axis 2.075 mH
k Flux amplitude induced by permanent magnets 0.171Wb
H. Sun et al. / Applied Energy 137 (2015) 617–628 623air pressure control by a digital proportional pressure regulator is
more suitable to achieve this purpose, compared to the traditional
pneumatic valve displacement control. A PI control method on the
pressure regulator is chosen because of its simplicity. Fig. 9 shows
the schematic of the scroll expander supply pressure PI control.
The controller input is the PMSG speed tracking error e(t), i.e.,
e(t) =xref xG, where xref is the PMSG reference speed. The con-
trol law can be represented as:
UðtÞ ¼ KPeðtÞ þ KI
Z
eðtÞ þ Cinitial ð35Þ
where KP and KI are the proportional and integral control gains,
Cinitial represents the initial controller reference value. In addition,
during the low wind speed periods, it is common to set the pitch
angle h equals to zero for achieving the best turbine efﬁciency Cp
(refer to Section 2.1 and Fig. 9).4. Simulation study for the hybrid system
The overall state space model of the hybrid wind turbine with
the CAES system and its corresponding multi-mode control
strategy are implemented in Matlab/Simulink environment forWind speed input
System connection
Monitoring/Control signal
Clutch A en
Clutch B also
Pow
transmisWind turbineSet pitch angle zero
Scroll expander
S
c
Fig. 9. Schematic of the scroll expansimulation study. The parameters for the simulation study of the
whole hybrid system are listed in Table 2. Most parameters related
to the scroll expander, the drive train and the PMSG are obtained
from the associated data sheets or measurement of the machines
which are used for building the experimental test rig in the labora-
tory. However, due to the complicated structure of the hybrid
system, sometimes it is difﬁcult to obtain the precise values for
all parameters. These unknown parameters for models can be iden-
tiﬁed using intelligent computational algorithms together with the
experimental data [31].
The simulation considers the scenario when the input mean
wind speed steps down within a 40 s time series observation win-
dow, as shown in Fig. 10. A white noise source with a shaping ﬁlter
is chosen to generate the input wind speed proﬁle, and its feasibil-
ity had been studied in [32–34]. From Fig. 10, it can be seen that
the mean wind speed drops from around 10 m/s to 8 m/s at the
moment of the 20th second. Thus the simulated data can represent
the wind speed variation in a certain period.
Introducing the simulated wind speed proﬁle given in Fig. 10 to
the hybrid system input, Fig. 11 shows the comparisons of dynamic
responses of the multi-mode controlled hybrid system and the
stand-alone wind turbine system without any controller imple-
mentation, which include the variation history comparisons of
the PMSG speeds and the wind turbine main shaft torques. To a
given electric resistance load, the PMSG reference speed is set to
190 rad/s. From Fig. 11, it is clearly seen that, during low wind
speed periods, the PMSG can obtain additional driving torque from
small-scale CAES integration, thus the simulated hybrid system
with the PI controller connected can compensate the required elec-
tric power efﬁciently; meanwhile, during high wind speed periods,
the designed system with the fuzzy logic controller activated can
track the reference speed very well, which may reveal only few
extra load and tiny inertia added by the mechanical power trans-
mission. Furthermore, it looks that the performance of PI control
to the scroll expander supply pressure is not as good as that of
the pitch angle fuzzy logic control. This could be resulted from
the high nonlinearity characteristics of the compressed air.gaged, 
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Fig. 10. Simulated wind speed proﬁle.
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Fig. 12. Dynamic responses of the controlled variables in the hybrid system.
Fig. 13. The experimental test rig of the wind turbine system integrated with small-
scale CAES.
624 H. Sun et al. / Applied Energy 137 (2015) 617–628Correspondingly, Fig. 12 shows the simulation results of the
dynamic responses of the controlled variables in the hybrid system
when the input wind speed proﬁle is given as Fig. 10. In the
designed system, the pitch angle and the supply pressure of thescroll expander are the controlled variables. From Fig. 12(a), it
can be observed that, under the conditions of high wind speed,
the pitch angle varies within the range from 0 to 11. This is
because the pitch angle is adjusted by fuzzy logic control to main-
tain a relatively steady wind power output for the PMSG speed get-
ting close to the required reference (190 rad/s). At low speed
situations, the pitch angle is set to 0 degree for maximizing the
capability of wind turbine blades to extract the wind energy. In
Fig. 12(b), the variation history of the supply pressure of scroll
expander is presented. The expander is activated at 20 s from the
time at which the wind turbine are in operation. Once Clutch B is
engaged, its supply pressure is always managed by the designed
PI controller. From the simulation study, the scroll expander can
speed up very quickly after its activation, mainly due to the expan-
der small inertia.5. Experimental tests
An experimental test rig corresponding to the designed hybrid
system is built in the authors’ research laboratory at the University
of Warwick, as shown in Fig. 13. The block diagram of this proto-
type test rig is illustrated in Fig. 14. Due to the limitation of indoor
laboratory work, the test rig uses a ‘‘Wind Turbine Simulator
(WTS)’’ to replace the practical wind turbine blade, which consists
of dual DC motors, their power supplies and some auxiliaries
(Fig. 14). The function of this simulator is to mimic the real ﬂuctu-
ant turbine blade torque and wind power scenario. The reasonabil-
ity of WTS had been proven in some literatures, e.g., [32,33].
Based on Fig. 14, the main test system components are listed in
Table 3. The test rig consists of duel DC motors, a PMSG and its
3-phase resistance load, a scroll expander, a compressed air stor-
age tank, a belt transmission subsystem, two clutch mechanisms,
two gear sets, a pneumatic valve, a digital pressure regulator, DC
power supplies, sensors and meters for electrics and pneumatics,
etc. The employed scroll expander is modiﬁed from a scroll com-
pressor (Table 3). In addition, two gears sets (Fig. 14) as speed
match devices are applied to ensure that each facility can work
around at its rated condition. The speed ratios to the gear sets
are determined by the rated speeds of these facilities.
A dSPACE real-time controller (Model: RTI1104) is chosen for
collecting the experimental data from electric and pneumatic sen-
sors. The experimental data is monitored and collected in dSPACE
Controldesk/Matlab environment. This real-time controller is also
used for controlling the whole hybrid system operations, which
include activating the scroll expander, engaging Clutch B (Clutch
A is always engaged as described in Section 2), implementing PI
DC motor 
Torque
sensor
PMSG
2
4
4
Inertia plate
Wind Turbine SImulator (WTS)
Scroll 
expander
Belt
transmission
1
Clutch B
8
Current amplifier 
Rated 10A
DC power 
supply
DC power 
supply
Matlab/Controldesk
dSPACE 1104
DC current command signal
DC motor 
3 phase resistance load
3
8
Pressure 
regulator
Proportional 
valve
DC power 
supply 20V
Relay Relay control 
signals
Pressure regulatorcontrol signal
Univ. 
air 
supply 
Storage
tank
DC power 
supply 10V
Max 6bar air supply
Current amplifier 
Rated 10A
Gear set
Gear set
Mechanical shaft
Compressed air pipe
Control signal
Electric wire/cable
Clutch A
Relay
Fig. 14. Block diagram of the test rig of the wind turbine system integrated with small-scale CAES.
Table 3
Machines for the experimental test system.
Name Serial number/description Manufacturer
DC motor SN:M4-2952X-2100t-000 Callan Tech.
PMSG SN:SGMSS-20A Yaskawa Elec.
Scroll expander Modiﬁed from scroll compressor TRSA090 Sanden
Air tank Max 6 bar due to univ. safety regulation BOC UK
Controller Model: RTI1104 dSPACE
Clutch A SN:CS-10-31G, 24V Mikipulley
Clutch B SN:101-10-15G, 24V Mikipulley
DC power supply 90Vdc, 0-10Adc, for DC motor TRM Elec.
DC ampliﬁer SN:10/100, 24-100Vdc, 0-10Adc TRM Elec.
Voltage transducer SN:LV 25-P,±10V LEM
Current transducer SN:LTSR 15-NP,±15A LEM
Pressure sensor SN:SDE1-D10-G2-W18-L-PU-M8 FESTO
Flow meter SN:MS6 SFE-F5-P2U-M12 FESTO
Pressure regulator SN:VPPM-6L-L-1-G18-0L10H-V1N FESTO
Pneumatic valve SN:MYPE-5-1/4-010-B, 0-10 bar FESTO
Torque sensor SN:RWT 310, 0-2000 RPM Sensor Tech.
Temperature sensor K-type thermocouple RS UK
H. Sun et al. / Applied Energy 137 (2015) 617–628 625control to the pressure regulator and managing the WTS torque
output to the hybrid system (refer to Fig. 14).
Fig. 15 illustrates the block diagram of the WTS in the hybrid
system test rig. The WTS can be considered as a variant of Rapid
Control Prototyping (RCP) – using simple PID control to commandWind turbine 
model
Wind speed 
profile 
Software environment                                              
Analogue to
Wind
speed
Hardware facility connection
Data/control signal
PID controller
dSPACE
Data acq
Simulated
Torque ref.
Fig. 15. Block diagram of the WTSduel DC motors for mimicking the real wind turbine behaviours.
Similarly to the simulation study, a white noise source with a shap-
ing ﬁlter is used to generate the wind speed proﬁle ([32–34]). A
typical torque-current closed loop PID control is implemented on
the DC motors as shown in Fig. 15.
The comparisons of the experimental test results and the simu-
lated data for the WTS are given in Fig. 16, including the wind tur-
bine shaft speeds and torques respectively. It can be seen that the
experimental dynamic performance of the WTS torque can track
well to that of the simulated torque reference. From the experi-
mental tests, it is proven that the WTS can meet the laboratorial
requirements to mimic the practical scenarios of wind power gen-
eration systems.
Due to the laboratory limitations and the university safety
regulations, the experimental test to the hybrid system with the
control strategy implemented mainly focuses on the study of sys-
tem operation under low wind speed situations. It is for observing
the test rig dynamic responses at the moment of Clutch B engage-
ment and the controller performance to the CAES subsystem for
compensation work. Fig. 17 shows the comparisons of the experi-
mental test results of the hybrid system under the wind turbine
stand-alone mode and the wind turbine integrated CAES with con-
troller connected mode. The speed reference is set to 110 rad/s. It
can be seen that, with the CAES integration and the scroll expander
supply pressure control, the designed experimental test systemTorque on turbine shaft measurement
PMSG & CAES
devices
Current amp. & 
DC motor Torque sensor
                              Hardware environment
 digital  
 1104
uisition
in the hybrid system test rig.
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Fig. 16. Comparisons of the test results and the simulated data for the WTS.
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Fig. 17. Experimental test results of the stand-alone wind turbine and the
controlled hybrid system.
626 H. Sun et al. / Applied Energy 137 (2015) 617–628can maintain relatively steady outputs and to meet the speed ref-
erence under the low wind speed conditions. The CAES system can
contribute controllable mechanical power to the hybrid wind
turbine system for generating required electricity. Thus the exper-
iment results shown in Fig. 17 verify that the idea proposed in this
paper is feasible and the corresponding prototype can work
properly.
6. Efﬁciency analysis
To the situation of controlled hybrid system operation, the
power transmission and conversion from a small-scale CAES to
the wind turbine system is schematically illustrated in Fig. 18.
The scroll expander converts the energy extracted from the stored
compressed air into the useful mechanical energy which is in turn
transferred to the wind turbine main shaft through the belt trans-
mission system. For such process, energy losses are inevitable, such
as the scroll expander operation loss due to friction, vibration, air
leakage, lubricant viscosity, etc.
The power efﬁciency of the engaged CAES system in this paper
is deﬁned as,
geff ¼
Increased mechanical power resulted from CAES compensation
Input compressed air power from CAES
ð36Þ
This power efﬁciency reveals the performances of the designed
small-scale CAES facility and the mechanical power transmission.
In addition, the increased mechanical power resulted from CAES
compensation is considered as the difference of the hybrid system
main shaft powers between the stand-alone mode and hybrid mode
under the same driving conditions.
From the above description, it is necessary to quantitatively
analysis how much air power/energy carried by compressed air
enters into the scroll expander. One simpliﬁed approach is adopted
for calculating the input air power referred to STP (Standard Tem-
perature and Pressure, 0 C at 1 bar), which is ([35,36]):
_Qin ¼ _minRTatm ln pinpatm
þ k
k 1
Tin
Tatm
 1 ln Tin
Tatm
	 
 
ð37Þ
where _Qin is the input air power to the scroll expander, _min is the
input air mass ﬂow rate, T is temperature, p is pressure, k is the spe-
ciﬁc heat ratio, subscript atm means atmospheric state and in is
inlet thermodynamic state. When the environment shifts 100 K
from the atmospheric temperature, the temperature variation to
the change of air power is limited ([35,36]). Thus it can assume
Tin = Tatm and then substituting this into Eq. (37), the air power
can be calculated by,Scroll input 
air power
from CAES
Scroll operation loss
Scroll exhaust power loss
Scroll output 
useful power
Compensated 
mechanical power to 
wind turbine main shaft
Mechanical 
transmission loss
Fig. 18. Power transmission and conversion from the small-scale CAES to the wind
turbine system.
Table 4
Power efﬁciency analysis based on the experimental data.
Inlet pressure
(bar)
Inlet ﬂow rate (L/
min)
Scroll inlet temperature
(C)
Scroll outlet temperature
(C)
Stand-alone power
(W)
Hybrid power
(W)
Power efﬁciency
(%)
5.76 335 24.5 17 640 980 34.76
4.90 255 24.5 17.5 640 950 45.87
3.95 230 24.5 18 640 900 49.34
5.75 340 24.5 17.2 510 925 41.84
4.88 250 24.5 17.6 510 875 55.27
3.90 220 24.5 18.1 510 780 54.07
5.73 320 24.5 17.2 390 800 44.01
4.90 245 24.5 17.7 390 690 46.20
3.90 205 24.5 18.1 390 610 47.28
H. Sun et al. / Applied Energy 137 (2015) 617–628 627_Qin ¼ _minRTatm ln pinpatm
¼ patmwin ln
pin
patm
ð38Þ
where win is the input volumetric air ﬂow rate.
Building upon the available sensors in the laboratory for data
acquisition, three groups of experimental tests of the hybrid sys-
tem are implemented to analyse the power efﬁciency. The experi-
mental results are given in Table 4. The tests are conducted under
the condition of maintaining the Wind Turbine Simulator (WTS)
power output at three different levels, which result in three mea-
sured power levels of shaft power under the wind turbine stand-
alone mode, which are 640, 510 and 390 W respectively (Table 4).
Also, in each group of the tests, the hybrid system is operated at
the different inlet air pressures to the scroll expander for the power
efﬁciency comparison.
From the experimental results, it can be found that, in each
group of the tests, the variations of the power efﬁciency are rele-
vant to the scroll expander inlet air pressure, which indicates that
the air pressure and mass ﬂow rate should be well managed and
controlled to achieve higher efﬁciency. According to this, under a
given working condition, it may suggest using lower inlet pres-
sures of compressed air for obtaining higher power efﬁciencies.
From Table 4, the maximum power efﬁciency is around 55%. The
main reason for this moderate efﬁciency is that CAES and pneu-
matic drives have relatively low efﬁciencies in general. From the
reported ﬁgures, in most cases, around 20–30% energy efﬁciency
can be achieved for pneumatic actuator (drive) systems; 45–54%
cycle efﬁciency has been reported for the existing commercialized
large-scale CAES plants [9,22,35,36]. Although the scroll expander
has relatively higher energy conversion ability compared to tradi-
tional pneumatic actuators ([23,24]), the efﬁciency related to CAES
and its components is still a key issue which needs further research
and development. Also, considering the moderate efﬁciency of
CAES and pneumatic drives, the power efﬁciency analysis indicates
that the designed mechanical power transmission for the hybrid
system can obtain an acceptable performance.8. Conclusion
In this paper, a new concept of hybrid system is proposed,
which consists of a kW-level wind turbine integrated with a
small-scale CAES unit. To avoid mechanical force coupling between
the torques from wind power and the air expander, a mechanical
transmission mechanism is developed to smoothly integrate the
two torques. The complete dynamic mathematical model of the
hybrid system is developed and implemented in Matlab/Simulink
simulation environment for comprehensive simulation study of
system dynamic behaviours. An appropriate control strategy is
developed for the system to smooth the transient ﬂuctuations
and compensate the energy gap of wind power generation. A pro-
totype system is built and installed in the research lab for verifying
the design idea. From both the simulation and test results, thehybrid wind turbine system can generate reliable steady power
output with the compensation from CAES. It can be concluded that
the proposed hybrid system of wind turbine and CAES is feasible
with a great potential for future industrial applications.
The energy conversion efﬁciency from the compressed air
energy to the electrical power output has been investigated with
various operation conditions. The system test results indicated that
the efﬁciency can be up to 55% under a well-controlled operation
condition, which is higher than the typical pneumatic actuator efﬁ-
ciency. The ﬁndings have provided essential evidences and infor-
mation for the next stage of research which will lead to the
hybrid system with improved efﬁciency and reliability.Acknowledgement
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